BUYING
The Smart Buyer’s Guide

7 Steps to

Buying Your First Home
Full Circle Home Team with RE/MAX Results

About Full Circle Home Team
At Full Circle Home Team, we are dedicated to helping you achieve your goals. We do this with a deep knowledge of the local
real estate industry. We are trained professionals, with decades of knowledge. Our team agents, as well as agents within
RE/MAX Results, are among the highest-performing agents anywhere. We average 3 times more sales per year than the
average agent. This gives us the intricate knowledge of the housing market, and of the trends that are currently happening.
Our knowledge is one key instrument in helping you purchase a home. We use this knowledge to assist you with:

•

Helping guide you through the complex process of purchasing a home.

•

Be your advocate.

•

Knowledge about homes and systems.

•

Not “selling” you a home, but helping you evaluate if the home is right for you.

•

Point out positives and negatives of each house.

Thank you for choosing us as your team to help you along your home buying journey.

The Buying Process
Buying a home is one of the biggest investments and financial decisions you can make. While it is a major commitment
and responsibility, it is also a very exciting time in your life. We are honored to play a part in it and excited to have the
privilege of handing you the keys to your new home!
With that said, it is important to keep in mind that the home-buying process is a complicated process. We will be
working hard to make sure that everything is as rewarding as possible, guiding you at every step and ensuring that your
needs and desires are met.
The steps outlined below are the key milestones in the process of buying a home. This guide was designed to inform
you about all the steps of the home buying process so that you can feel confident, make informed decisions, and act as
an educated buyer. It will also help you understand the things to look for in a home so that our search will be as easy as
possible.

|————— 5—7 weeks —————|
The typical timeframe to finding a home and making a purchase agreement really depends on two factors:
1. The competitiveness of the market
2. Your timeframe and your pace.
A strong seller’s market is usually due to a lack of available houses for sale. The lack of inventory pushes many houses into
multiple offers within the first few days. With this type of a strong sellers market, it takes longer to find homes that appeal to
you. This is because there are less homes to look at,
and you may end up losing a few due to the multiple
offer process. This may push out the time it takes to
find a home to 4 to 6 weeks.
In a buyer’s market, you are more in control with more
houses to look at and time to think about each house.
With a buyer’s market, buyers can often find a house
and make an offer within a week or two.
Once a purchase agreement is written, the typical
timeframe is about 6 weeks from purchase agreement to close. This can vary and be as quick as 4
weeks, or as long as 8 weeks, and sometimes longer
in some circumstances. Typically, we suggest that
you can count on 6 weeks being the average time for
this part of the process.

Step #1: How Much Can You Afford
Determining how much you can afford is really up to you. The basics
of this determination include taking into account your monthly
income minus your debt. Generally if you take 3.3 times your gross
annual income and calculate how much that monthly payment would
be, then subtract your monthly debt obligations, you’ll be in the right
ballpark. For instance, if you make a combined annual income of
$110,000, that equals a loan amount of $360,000 (or about $1500 per
month). If you have a car payment of $250, subtract that, and you’re
at $1,250 per month, which translates into a loan amount of
approximately $295,000 at 10% down with a 4% interest rate.

Pro Tip #1: Get Pre-Approved
Getting Pre-Approved means that the
mortgage lender has gone over your
paperwork, and has verified your
income and expenses and can state
that you are ready to purchase a home
at a certain amount.

Your
credit
score impacts the interest rate that you end up getting.
Having a credit score above 730 usually means that you’ll
end up with the best interest rates.
Furthermore, your comfort level with the monthly
payment is also something you should consider. Just
because you can get approved for a loan of $295,000 or
$1,250 per month, it doesn’t mean that you are
comfortable with that amount. Take a look at the chart
below for some ideas of single family versus townhouse
versus condo cost of ownership.

Monthly Expenses Estimate

Single Family
$475,000

Townhouse
$435,000

Condo
$435,000

2,294

2,101

2,101

Taxes

383

360

360

Insurance

170

50

50

85

85

85

2,942

2,596

2,596

120

95

0

Electricity

90

80

75

Water / Sewer / Trash

80

0

0

Internet Access

60

60

60

250

100

0

0

250

450

3,542

3,181

3,181

Principle , Interest (10% down, 5% interest)

Mortgage Insurance (if any)
Total PITI (above lines)
Heating

Maintenance Fund
Association Dues
Total of PITI + other expenses

Step #2: Determine your wants and needs
Do you entertain a lot? Are you planning on starting a family? Do you already have kids? Where is their school? Is the
local high school important? Do you travel a lot? Where will you be in 5 years? These questions can all play a part in
helping you select an area to live in.
If you plan on entertaining often, you may want a home with a larger gathering space, whether that is a family room or
a living room. The kitchen may play a more important part as well, if you are preparing food. If you are planning on
starting a family, take into consideration how many bedrooms you may need for future kids. . Also consider a play
space that is away from the public space, such as a lower level family room. Some people like the option of working
from home. Home offices can be a great way to accomplish this. Sometimes this can just be an extra bedroom that is
used as an office, while some people prefer to have a specific office in the house. The main difference is that an extra
bedroom used as an office is near the other bedrooms, while a dedicated office or den is usually away from the
bedrooms.
Also consider what type of home you want. Single family
home, townhouse, and condo are the basic three choices.
A single family house is the typical house that you see up and
down the streets of almost every city. It is a stand-alone
house where you would own the building and the land it sits
upon. In comparing a single family house to a townhouse or
condo, there are significant advantages to the single family
home. The main advantage is that you own all the walls and
structures, and you can do almost anything you want to it. If
you want to paint it purple and yellow, you can. But having
control of the entire property also means that you have to
manage everything on the property, including routine
maintenance and long-term maintenance, and replace items
as they become worn out, such as a roof, or furnace.
Most people think of a townhouse as a building that has several units grouped together with each having its own
entrance. This is typically a “row house” building, or a building with 4 units, each one in a corner. The main difference
between a condo and a townhouse is that with a condo, you own the area within the walls, whereas in a townhouse,
you own the land as well. This usually means a condo building is more like an apartment building with one entrance
for the entire building, where a townhouse usually has an entrance per unit. Both types of association properties have
some significant advantages over single family properties. The first advantage is that the association maintains the
overall structure and also dictates the look of the properties. The second major advantage is that you have an
association performing some of the maintenance for you. This usually covers mowing the lawn, watering the lawn,
shoveling the snow, and any other exterior maintenance. The interior maintenance is still your responsibility. This
would include maintaining the interior surfaces, the furnace, the water heater, and other in-unit appliances .
When you rent, you can always move after the lease is up. When you buy, you’ll be there longer term, think 5-10 years
or more. Because of this, the neighborhood you choose is more important than when you rent. If you choose a home
that is hard to get to, for example, you have to go on a certain side street to access a one-way street and then turn
down an alley, keep in mind that you’ll be doing that every day for 5 to 10 years.
Many people desire to be close to parks, schools, shopping, and more. Think about if you don’t mind driving to the
grocery store a few miles away or if you would prefer to walk to the local corner store. Other things you may want to
consider is if you care about nightlife and if so, how accessible areas such as Uptown or Downtown are. Or maybe
nature is important to you and you want to be able to walk to a local park. When you’re buying a home, you want to
make sure the neighborhood it’s in is a reflection of what you want from your community.

Pro Tip #2: Research Each Home
Step #3: Research Each Home
Public information is available for almost every
home in and around the Twin Cities Metro Area,
and likely most of the country. The basics of
who owns the home, the tax basis, and the
prior sale information can usually be found on
the various county websites.
Structural Information
Depending on the county and / or the city, you
can get structural information about the house
online. For instance, Minneapolis has all this
data available on their website. You can get
gross square feet (sq. ft.), above ground
finished sq. ft., number of beds / baths, etc.
This is based on what the city assessor knows
about the house. This site also has links to the
Truth In Housing Inspection Reports, as well as
permits pulled on the house. With the permit

information, you can likely gauge the age of the roof, furnace, etc.
http://www.minneapolismn.gov and search for Property Information
For St. Paul, structure information is available on the Ramsey County website.
https://www.ramseycounty.us/residents/property-home/property-tax-and-value-lookup
In addition, St. Paul has code compliance reports, permit information, Truth in Sale of Housing reports, and vacant
building information on this site:
https://online.stpaul.gov and search for “property searches” or “property information”
Permit Information
For various cities around the metro area, permit information is available for some cities. Check this list first, and if it
isn’t there, check on each city’s website. If they don’t have it online, most cities will give you the information over the
phone. https://epermits.logis.org/
Most of these are linked on one of our websites: http://www.StevenHong.com/resources

Crime and Safety
Everybody wants to be in a “safe” neighborhood. But the definition of “safe” can vary from person to
person. Once you figure out your own comfort level, you should check with the local police
department to see if the neighborhood is a match. CommunityCrimeMap.com is a site that
compiles information for a large portion of the Twin Cities area. The majority of the metro area has
fed their data to this site, with the notable exception of St Paul (as of 2022).

Step #4: Search For Homes
Now, we’d like to take you through the process of
buying a home. First of all, we will meet with you
at an early stage of your search. During this
meeting, we can set up a custom home search
that will send you the houses that become
available on a daily basis. The system we use is
called NorthstarMLS, and it’s the primary source
of houses that are for sale in the Twin Cities.
When we get new homes to sell, they are put into
the NorthstarMLS system, which distributes the
data to all the other systems and sites out there.
So this database is the most accurate source of
homes for sale.
Tours of Homes
A great way to see a number of houses is to tour
several houses at once. We usually try to show a
buyer a maximum of 6-7 homes that they really like at a time. With this, expect to spend 2-3 hours looking at 6-7
homes in a similar geographic area. We can provide you with printouts of each house so that you can take notes, or if
you wish to save paper, we can skip it. This is a great way to see a good number of houses up close. We generally like
to show about 6-7 homes at a time because if we look at more than 8 homes, it makes it hard to remember each
home. Be sure to take notes in each home we visit. You can use the sheets that we provide as a reminder for each
home, and for your notes as well.
Showings
Once we have gone through the bulk of your favorite homes list, we will be waiting for the one or two houses that
show up each day on the MLS. If you spot one specific home that really catches your eye, please let us know quickly.
We can usually schedule a showing within 24 hours, and often times on the same day.

When visiting an open house, you should be careful about what you say
and how you sign in. Keep in mind that the agent holding the open
house represents the SELLER. They are obligated to tell the seller
everything you say. This may not be a good thing for you because if you want to make an offer, the seller may
already know some of your cards. If you play poker, you know that you never want to show your hand before all
the chips are on the table!

Pro Tip #3: Open Houses

Feel free to visit open houses. Remember that you can always ask us to schedule a private showing and we
can usually get in within 24 hours, oftentimes the same day.
If you happen to go to an open house, be sure to leave one of our business cards or be sure to tell the agent at
the house that you already have a signed contract with another agent.
If they require you to sign in, you can sign your name, but be sure to write in something like “represented by
(your agent), RE/MAX” and use our office phone number “952-884-8404” in the guest book so that you aren’t
bothered by phone calls from the listing agent.

Step #5: Make An Offer And Negotiate
The next step is to write up the purchase
agreement and submit it to the seller. Our
standard purchase agreement consists of a fill
-in-the-blank form that we fill out for you. It
starts with a base form of about 12 pages, to
which we add some addendums and
disclosures, bringing up the total to around 25
pages. Don’t let that number scare you as
we’re the one who’ll take care of this step.
The purchase agreement includes:
• Purchase Agreement
• Inspection Contingency
• Financing Contingency
• Seller Contributions
• CIC Addendum (for condos /
townhouses)
• Lead Based Paint Addendum (if built prior
to 1978)
• Arbitration Disclosure
• Seller Property Disclosure
There may be a few more pages depending on
the situation, such as a well disclosure or
septic system disclosure, among others.
Along with the purchase agreement, we need
to include proof of financing. If you are
purchasing in cash, then a copy of a bank
statement (with account numbers blacked
out) is sufficient. Otherwise, if you are
financing the purchase, a pre-approval letter is
pretty much required. The seller won’t be accepting any offers where the buyer can’t prove they are qualified to get a
mortgage.
Negotiations
With our offer submitted, we can normally expect to hear back within a few hours, normally. Sometimes it may take a
day or two, especially when there are multiple offers.
Negotiations usually consist of going back and forth to clarify terms and conditions. This usually is in the form of
changing the price or changing the closing date. Sometimes we negotiate on other items such as the number of days
to perform the inspection or personal property items as well.
But once we have a full agreement, we’ll get signatures from both sides and have everything signed.

Pro Tip #4: How Much Is It Worth?
Once you have found the home that you want to purchase, we’ll take the time to do a comparative market analysis
(CMA) on the property to make sure that it is in the correct price range. This is to ensure that you are not paying too
much for the home and so we can come up with an offer price that makes sense.
Comparative Market Analysis (CMA)
Sellers have lots of incentive to price their home as high as they can get away with. This is because almost every
seller wants as much as they can get from their home, plus they are emotionally tied to their home which leads them
to believe their house is worth more than their neighbors’ house. In addition, most sellers want to leave room for
negotiations when in reality, pricing it right is usually best for everybody.
A CMA is taking the subject house and comparing it to a few homes that have recently sold in the immediate area,
and a few homes that are currently on the market (both pending and active). We try to follow some of the constraints
that an appraiser uses, such as finding comparative houses that are as close as possible and that have sold as
recently as possible. Usually this ends up being a 1/2 mile radius and the most recent sales up to 180 days ago. The
houses also have to be a similar style and have similar square footage.
Once we have identified a dozen or so houses, we adjust the houses so that each one helps to indicate what the
subject house would sell for. There are two types of adjustments that we use: concrete differences and subjective
differences.
Concrete Adjustments
For example, if comparable #3 has 2,200 finished sq. ft. above ground and 400 finished sq. ft. below ground, while the
subject house has 2,000 sq. ft. / 0 sq. ft., we might make adjustments of -$8,000 for the above ground and -$4,000 for
the below ground. Same goes for # of bedrooms, # of bathrooms, types of bathrooms, # of garage stalls, acres, and
several other factors. If a comparable house has more of something, we subtract from the sale price of that home; if
it has less of something, we add to the price.
Subjective Adjustments
An example of subjective adjustments include things such as updates, finishes, whether a house has a primary
bedroom with an ensuite, hardwood vs tile vs carpet, and even the layout of a home. An example of this is if
comparable #4 has an average kitchen while the subject has a superior kitchen, comparable #4 might get a +$20,000
adjustment. Subjective adjustments are usually applied to the big ticket items mentioned above versus a couple of
new lighting fixtures that are worth $400.
Indicated Sale Price Range
Once all the adjustments are made, we usually average the homes, giving some of them more priority or weight. This
weighted average is just one single number. Most houses won’t sell for an exact amount, but within a price range. So
if an average of several houses indicate a price of $368,500, that means an offer around $360 –375k is within the
right range. This is because the market goes in cycles and could be colder or warmer than the period of the analysis.
Also, each house is very individual and some
people may not like one feature as much as
other people do.
Multiple Offers
In the case of multiple offers, the analysis is a
moot point. This is because several people are
competing to purchase the home and it’ll most
likely go for above the asking price. How much
more is anyone’s guess, but you can count on
it going $4,000 to $5,000 above asking price
for each additional offer.

Step #6: Inspections
When purchasing a home, it is always recommended to
perform a variety of inspections to satisfy the buyer.
The buyer can opt to perform a range of inspections to
make sure that you are well informed about what you
are buying based on the condition of the home. You
can perform as many or as few inspections as you
want. We have had buyers bring their construction
buddy over to the home to take a look, or their handy
father (or mother). But the most common method is for
a buyer to hire a home inspector. These inspectors will
go through the majority of the house, looking for
defects. Their purpose is to find defects, and believe
me, they will! They will generate a report detailing what
they find. This report is usually many pages long, some
reaching 30 pages or more. They usually know more
than a handy relative because they inspect hundreds of
houses every year.

The main reason for an inspection, though, is to make
sure there is a balance between how much you are offering on the home and what you are getting. It is also to know
that the home's defects are accounted for within the pricing of the home itself. So if there are a dozen of items to fix
that total $300, that may be just fine and you may expect that. But if the inspection turns up a $10,000 sewer line
problem, that may not be what you expected to find in the price you are paying for the house. This gives us the
opportunity to renegotiate the price or ask for repairs so that the expectations of the house match the price you are
paying for it.
Inspection Requests
Once the inspection is done, you
may have some items that you
want to negotiate by having the
seller fix the items or by reducing
the price. With multiple offers,
this may sometimes be difficult
because the seller may keep the
other offers as backup offers to
use as leverage against our offer.
This is especially true if the items
are smaller in nature. A large
repair item may still be able to be
negotiated because if your
inspector found it, the next
buyers’ inspectors will probably
find the same big problem. In
that case, the seller will have to
fix it either way, so they may as
well work with our offer rather
than taking the chance that
another buyer won’t ask for more.

Pro Tip #5: Types Of Inspections
The most common types of
inspections are the general whole
house inspection as well as more
specialized inspections such as a
sewer line inspection, a radon
inspection, and a fireplace / chimney
inspection. Other types of inspections
include structural, or environmental
hazard (radon, lead, arsenic, etc.),
electric or plumbing (as separate
from the general inspection), and
several other types of inspections.
You are welcome to do as many or as
few inspections as you wish.

Radon
Radon is radioactive gas that you can't see, smell, or taste. It is found all over the entire United States and can
build up in homes. Radon gas enters a home through cracks in the foundation or slab, then gets trapped inside the
home. This build-up of radioactive gas can be measured by short-term tests or long-term tests. A radon test that
inspectors do is usually a 2-day test with a Continuous Radon Monitor, which can give a result at the end of the 2day period. This immediate result is what is usually used in the inspection phase of the purchase agreement. A
radon problem (levels above 4 pCi/L) is not usually an expensive fix. Typical houses run the range of $1,600 to
$2,000 with the average being about $1,800 to mitigate the problem.
Sewer Lines
Sewer lines can be constructed using very different methods. The most common ones are a PVC pipe that is
glued together to make one solid pipe, or clay tile sections, about 2 feet long. Each clay tile section fits into the
prior section, and this joint between the tiles can become loose over time. When it becomes loose, tree and plant
roots can start to grow in each joint. These tree roots can get so thick that they will eventually clog the sewer line.
This results in the dreaded sewer line backup where raw sewage is coming up from the basement floor drain, or
the house drains are draining slowly. Sewer line problems can range in price by quite a bit. To replace just a
section or two of sewer line can run about $3,000. If you need to replace the whole line from the house to the
street, you’re looking closer to $15,000 or more.
Fireplace Chimneys
A fireplace chimney can be a very expensive item to repair. In South Minneapolis homes, the stucco chimney on
the exterior of the home can run $40,000 to rebuild it from the ground up. A fireplace chimney inspector can send
a camera up and down the chimney to verify that the joints are still solid so that embers cannot get in between the
bricks or liner pieces. Cracks or gaps between the joints can allow a burning ember to get inside of the chimney
structure, which could cause a chimney fire. The ember can smolder for hours before anyone notices. Installing a
stainless steel chimney liner can run around $15,000 depending on complexity, which may be a good way of fixing
the problem without the $40,000 repair. Alternatively, installing a gas fireplace insert can run about $8,000, giving
the convenience of an instant fire without the hassle of a wood fire.

Step #7: Remaining Steps
The Mortgage Process—Appraisals
After the inspections are done and removed, the very next step is to start the mortgage process. At this point, you can
lock in your interest rate and get a better estimate of your closing costs.
The mortgage company will start their appraisal process. With this process, the mortgage company will send out a
third-party appraiser to independently verify the value of the home. They want to double-check that the price isn’t too
high for the specific home.
Underwriting is the last step in the mortgage process. The underwriter is the person who looks at the amount of risk
involved in issuing the mortgage to the buyer. They take into account all the factors of the buyer as well as the various
factors involved with the home itself (via the appraisal). They typically will analyze your credit report, your income
statements, and the appraisal of the home. Their determination results in the approval or disapproval of the loan.
Underwriters can be asked to re-evaluate the file if something is amiss. This process can add a few days of delay to
the closing date if this happens.
Homeowners Insurance
You should evaluate insurance companies and get quotes from several companies to receive the best rate. One of the
best places to start is with your existing automobile insurance company. Oftentimes, they will give a significant multipolicy discount. Another consideration for you is to talk with an insurance broker. Brokers have shopped for rates for
a long time and know which companies can give better rates and coverages than other companies. We have a very
good broker if you need someone to talk with.
Title Work
Title work is the process of making sure that the title to the real estate is legitimate and that it is transferred correctly
to the buyer. This process includes a title search, any outstanding mortgages or liens, any judgements, unpaid taxes
or special assessments, and much more. Title companies usually also issue title insurance policy, of which there are
two types: lender’s title insurance and owner’s title insurance. If you are purchasing the home with a mortgage, the
lender will require lender’s title insurance. This is because the mortgage company wants to make sure that in the case
of a title defect, they have coverage. The owner’s title insurance is to make sure that the buyer has coverage.
Final Walkthrough
We usually set up a final walk through
either an hour before the closing or the
day before the closing. We want to
make sure the house is in the condition
you are expecting. Normally, we will
check to make sure that they didn’t
inadvertently damage the walls while
moving out and that everything looks
good. After this all checks out, we can
head to the closing.
The Closing
The closing is where you sign all the
documents and take ownership of your
home. This is also where you’ll bring
your down payment as well as closing
costs.

Pro Tip #6: Dealing with Multiple Offers

If your offer is in competition with other offers, we may end up
with a different set of expectations than if your offer is the only
one. There are various things that you can do to improve your
chances of winning the offer.
Offer Price
With multiple offers, your offer price will most likely be higher
than the asking price. This is strictly due to supply and
demand. With a short supply and high demand, the price goes
up. We usually won’t know the amount of the other offers as
most of the time that is kept private.
We’ll often suggest that for each of the other offers, you
should increase your price by $4000 to $5000 over the asking
price. So if there are 3 other offers, be prepared for $15,000 over asking price to be in the ballpark. If you are asking
the seller to pay some or all of your closing costs, this $15,000 is above that as well. But usually with multiple offers,
it’s more difficult to ask the seller to pay the buyer’s closing costs.

Financing Alternatives
Having more money to put towards your down payment is a stronger statement than the standard 3.5% or 5% down.
20% down signals to the seller that you are much less of a financial risk than someone that puts down the minimum
amount allowed.
Cash Purchase
A cash purchase is a considerably stronger than any financed purchase. This is because it can close in a shorter
amount of time as well as the fact that a cash purchase won’t require an appraisal.
Inspection Contingency
If you are comfortable with not having an inspection, that is also a very strong statement to the seller. The seller can
be assured that you won’t come back to them after what would be the normal inspection timeframe asking for a price
reduction or asking them to fix half a dozen items. So having no inspection is one way to strengthen your offer, but
you have to be comfortable with this as it can be risky. The risk is that you might miss an expensive item that a home
inspector would have found which would give you the opportunity to negotiate the price later. But if this means losing
out on the chance to purchase the house, that’s the risk that you might be willing to take.
Closing Date
Another frequently negotiated item is the closing date. Having a closing date that is flexible is a bonus to the seller.
The seller may not have found their new home yet and having the flexibility to take the time for them to coordinate
their two closings may be beneficial.
Response Time
With multiple offers, the seller’s agent often calls for your “Highest And Best” offer by a certain date and time. This
might go something like this: “We are evaluating offers tomorrow at 5 p.m. Please submit your best offer.”
In this case, we can usually expect a response from the seller just after that timeframe, perhaps 7 p.m. From there, we
may still negotiate some of the terms of the purchase agreement and get things buttoned up by 9 p.m. that same
night, or perhaps by the next morning.

Pro Tip #7: When You Need Money

There are certain times during a real estate transaction when you’ll need money. This section covers the times and
the approximate amounts you’ll need:
Earnest money
When buyers make offers, the purchase agreement has a space for the earnest money. This earnest money is to help
stop everyone and their brother from making offers because only legitimate buyers will write a check for thousands of
dollars to accompany an offer. The usual amount is between 1% and 2% of the purchase price but larger amounts
work as well and indicate more strength. This amount goes towards your down payment. As an example, on a
$450,000 house, one could submit $4000—$8000 as earnest money. Or one could really make a statement and
submit $20,000 as earnest money. All earnest money goes towards your down payment or closing costs.
Inspections
After a fully signed purchase agreement, it is time for the buyer’s inspection. The general inspection usually runs
between $450 and $650, while sewer scope inspections are about $250, radon checks are about $250, and chimney
inspections are about $350. If you choose to do all these inspections, the total would be ($650+250+250+350)
roughly $1,500.
Down Payment
At the closing, buyers need to transfer the amount of the down payment to the title company. It’s quite common to
put as little as 3% of the purchase price as your down payment, and some people go as high as 20%. We’ve had a few
all cash purchases as well. So on a $450,000 house, 3% is $13,500. Remember that you probably put $5000 in upfront
earnest money so you’d really only need to bring $8,500 to closing (plus closing costs below).
Closing Costs
Buyers have closing costs related to getting a loan, funding prepaid items such as first-year homeowners insurance,
funding the escrow account for taxes and insurance, as well as title work and other closing related fees. This amount
generally runs about 3%, but can be structured so that the seller is paying the closing costs. $450,000 * 3% = $13,500.

Pro Tip #8: Closing Costs

Closing costs are the costs associated with the purchase or sale of a home. These costs are above and beyond the
purchase price. There are closing costs for both the buyer and the seller, and they add up to a substantial number. In
general, closing costs in the Twin Cities metro area are about 3% on the buyer’s side, and about 1% on the seller’s side.
The seller also pays both agents’ commission (somewhere in the neighborhood of 6%-7%).
When you are looking at homes, your loan officer can supply you with a cost estimate of purchasing a home. This
closing cost estimate is called the Loan Estimate (LE). Once we find a home and just before we close on the home,
you’ll receive a Closing Disclosure (CD) that details all the closing costs associated with the purchase. If you are
purchasing with cash, then you won’t have a LE or a CD as those are only done for conforming loans. In the case of
cash, you will have a closing statement instead.
The buyer’s closing costs can be paid by the seller. Typically, we can ask the seller to pay up to 3% of your closing costs
and prepaids. On the seller side, sometimes they don’t mind as it really doesn’t change their numbers. An example of
this is as follows:
Accepted price $450,000 with the seller paying none of the buyer’s closing costs. Seller net is $450,000.
Accepted price of $464,000 with the seller paying 3% or $13,900 of the buyer’s closing costs. Seller net is $450,100.

Loan Charges

Loan Origination - Most lenders charge between 0.5% to 1% of the mortgage amount
Appraisal Fee - The cost of the appraisal, usually about $450-$550
Credit Report - The fee for your credit report
Flood Certification - Checking if the property is in a flood zone, about $10
Discount Points - The buyer can buy down the interest rate by paying discount points at closing.

Prepaids

Initial interest on the loan - From date of closing through the end of the month. This amount depends on what day of
the month we close. If the closing is towards the end of the month, the amount is lower. This amount is relative to the
interest on your first payment
Homeowners Insurance - Upfront 1 year of premiums, could be in the range of $1,500 to $2,500

Escrow Setup

Escrow Homeowners Insurance - 3 months of insurance as a deposit into the escrow fund, 1/4 of the amount above
Escrow Property Taxes - 6 months of taxes as a deposit into the escrow fund, 1/2 of the annual property taxes

Title Charges

Lender’s Title Insurance Premium - Lender required title insurance, about $200
Owner’s Title Insurance Premium - Insurance to protect your title interests, depends on the price of the home, but
around $750 (optional, but recommended)
Title Services - Title search, background check, etc., depends on mortgage amount, in the range of $1,000
Closing Fee - Title company fee, usually about $400-500

Government Fees

Recording Charges - About $100 for recording the documents
Transfer Taxes - Taxes for mortgage registration

Taxes

Property Taxes - Prorated to the day of closing

Broker Admin Fee

Broker Admin Fee - Real estate brokers charge an admin fee, or brokers commission, usually ranges from $450-$600.

Contact Us Now

For a brief meeting, no obligations, no strings attached

Sitting down for a brief meeting won’t cost
you anything, and you may pick up some
tidbits to help you along the way. Either way,
our initial meetings are held with no
obligations, and no strings attached. It’s an
opportunity for you to ask any specific
questions you may have..
Thanks!

7700 France Ave S #230
Edina, MN 55435

Each office independently owned and operated. If you are currently listed with another broker,
this is not intended to solicit your business.

